2020 NTHU Global Summer School
認識臺灣:臺灣矽谷之美
Exploring Taiwan: Introduction of the Silicon Valley in Taiwan
Course time: 9am-12pm, 2pm-5pm on Thursday and Friday of July 23th -24nd and 30th July, 2020.
Total three days.
Classroom: depend on courses
Contact hours: 18 hours
Language: English、Chinese
Credit Points: 1
Course description:
Exploring Taiwan courses consist of a mix of in-class lecture, campus tour, field trips, craftsmanship
lesson and institution visits. The campus tour provides in depth introduction on various aspects of
NTHU and will show you the history and the beauty of NTHU. The field trips are a way to extend
students learning from classes. We will take you to the downtown and suburbs area of Hsinchu,
the” Silicon Valley” of Taiwan, visiting the most worship temple in Hsinchu, experiencing the
traditional way to make Chinese medicine, savoring Taiwan’s cuisines. Furthermore, two institution
visits will show you the advantage of High-tech technique in Taiwan. Last but not least, we offer inclass film making lecture and glass art craftsmanship. NTHU is the only university that contain Art
college among Hsinchu. Through the film making course and craftsmanship workshop, students
may make their own souvenirs by themselves and record the 3 weeks living in Taiwan, sharing with
friends, family and make it a unique memory in their life time.
Student Learning Objectives
Experiencing the culture of Taiwan, Hsinchu and NTHU.

Schedule:
7/23 Campus Tour, Film making course
7/24 Institution visits
7/30 Glass art craftsmanship, excursion of Hsinchu City God Temple

Course Requirements and Grading
1.Attendance (40%):
Anyone who misses class lectures or field trips more than twice will not pass this course. Students
should avoid chronic lateness. Anyone who misses more than one hour of the class will be counted
as absent.
2.Final project (60%):
(1)10-min video: Two to three students a group, make a 10-min video for one of the following topics :
a. The topics covered in lectures, field trips, institution visits…etc.
b. Other topics about a certain aspect of Taiwan (ex. Taiwanese food, tea culture, folk custom…)
(2)Group presentation: Each group will be presenting your video on the farewell party and sharing
the idea of the video with us.
(3)10-min video and the presentation will be graded by students(30%) and the directors of
OGA(30%).
.

